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18TH TECHNICAL
FORUM 2022 –
CALL FOR PAPERS

The latest MDC Webinar held earlier this
month explored the topic Cashless v Cash –
the hidden costs to Consumers and Society.

The 18th Technical Forum, which will be
held in 2022, is now calling for papers.

Technology continues to change society
and disrupt many of the ways in which we
live and work. Technologists tell us, often
as justification for the change, that this is
what the consumer wants or needs – even
if in many cases we were never asked or
consulted.
I don’t think anyone could argue that
technology isn’t driving societal change and
providing some obvious benefits but what
is the real cost and will the changes provide
the net benefits longer term, as has been
promoted but up until recently never really
challenged.
There are compelling reasons why
a cashless environment is preferred,
particularly for governments, business and
financial institutions, and we’ve been told
regularly by some of those organisations
what these are. But there are very few who
are raising a red flag or a cautionary voice
about societies becoming cashless.
The September Webinar hosted three very
informative guest speakers who reminded
the audience – including the policy makers
who attended – about the costs and risks of
a cashless environment, both financial and
societal. At the very least this information
should hopefully encourage a more
balanced approach.
Continued page
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It has not yet been decided whether the
event will be held virtually, in person, or a
combination of the two.
Up to 12 papers will be presented, split in
several theme blocks. At the end of each
session, there will be the opportunity for
Q+A from the audience. We wish to present
only innovations and new papers that have
not been presented before.
The papers will be held in English language.
If you are interested in presenting a paper,
please send your reply no later than
1 October 2021 to Iris Blickle (iris.blickle@
schulergroup.com). Please also provide the
following information:
1. company and name of the speaker
2. title of the paper
3. short summary (3-5 sentences) of the
paper contents
4. speaker’s info (max. 50 words)
The organisers and moderators of the
Technical Forum (Dieter Merkle/Schuler
Pressen and Thomas Hogenkamp/Spaleck)
will then confirm by mid of October 2021
if your paper is included in the agenda and
will fix the further deadlines.
Please note that for all those who will
present a paper at the Technical Forum, the
conditions of the World Money Fair apply.
The registration form will be sent as soon as
it is available.
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NEXT MDCTECHNICAL
COMMITTEE
MEETING DETAILS
The 34th Plenary Meeting of the MDC –
TC will be held on the 3 and 4 November
2021 starting at 11.30 GMT on both days.
Each session will last about four hours.
The focus will be on updates from the
individual Sub-Committees with the
detailed agenda available in a few
weeks. Should there be any questions
please contact manfred.matzingerleopold@austrian-mint.at.

US MINT DIRECTOR
RESIGNS
Mr David Ryder has announced that he has
resigned his position as Director of the US
Mint and will leave on 30 September.
Having re-joined the Mint in 2018,
David’s leadership, energy and drive
in transforming the US Mint at a time
of significant COVID-19 disruption was
extraordinary and for that alone he should
be congratulated.
From the Mint Industry community a
huge thank you to David for his energy,
enthusiasm and insights, and in particular
for his significant support of MDC and all
that we have been and are trying to achieve.
On behalf of your many friends in the Mint
Industry we will miss you.
To you and your family best wishes for the
future and thank you.
CONNECT
WITH US:
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SUPPLIER FEATURE
– CARVECO
Formed in mid-2018, Carveco™ began
as a small co-operative effort of likeminded individuals with the ambition
of delivering continuity of access
and service to users of discontinued
ArtCAM® software.

MINTS OF THE WORLD – HUNGARIAN
MINT

Mission
The Hungarian Mint’s mission is to create
value, to maintain the 1,000-year traditions
of Hungarian minting and to preserve and
present the values of Hungarian history and
culture, which it also emphasises with its
slogan.

The
Hungarian Mint’s History
The beginning of Hungarian coinage dates
back to the time of the founder and first
king of the Hungarian state, St. Stephen
I (1000-1038), who presumably began
the independent issuing of coins upon
his coronation. The first Hungarian coin
was the denar minted of silver. During the
history of the Kingdom of Hungary, minting
took place in many cities for varying
periods (eg. in Buda – half part of today’s
capital Budapest – between the 13th and
16th centuries, with some interruptions),
generally near precious metal mines that
produced the raw material for coins.
Among the former mints, the mint of
Körmöcbánya (today Kremnica, Slovakia)
stands out, which operated as the
Hungarian royal mint for the longest time,
590 years. The city, famous for its rich

precious metal deposits, received a charter
of liberties in 1328 from King Charles I
(Anjou) of Hungary (1308-1342). The mint of
the city soon became the most productive,
and from 1871 it was the only mint in
Hungary. In November 1918, the equipment
of the Körmöcbánya mint was dismantled
and transported to Budapest with part of
the staff. The new mint set up in Budapest
began operations in 1925. From then on,
the BP. mintmark indicates the place of
minting of Hungarian legal tender coins.
Today’s Hungarian Mint was established
in 1992 following the change of regime
in Hungary as a joint-stock company, first
majority-owned by the Magyar Nemzeti
Bank, central bank of Hungary (MNB)
and then 100 per cent owned from 1998,
separated from the company operating as
the State Mint at that time. Other activities
of the former State Mint in precious metals
and jewellery production were privatised.
Its main task as Hungarian Mint is to
manufacture the circulation coins ordered
by the MNB, which are necessary to ensure
the smooth cash circulation. The Mint
Continued page
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Originally created by Delcam in 1993,
ArtCAM stood apart from the overly
complex CAD packages of the day due to its
unique approach to simplifying the artistic
product design process. For the next 20
years, its pioneering 3D Relief Modelling
technology continued to evolve to meet the
ever-changing needs of high-end engraving
applications and was widely recognised
as the leading CADCAM software package
within the minting industry. Autodesk’s
acquisition of Delcam in 2014 came to be
a watershed year for the product, with the
decision to discontinue ArtCAM following
in 2018.
Driven by a deep admiration for both the
product and the customer base it served,
and with the close-knit team having worked
for the vast majority of their careers on the
software, the founding members of Carveco
had the unique opportunity to acquire
and continue development of ArtCAM’s
technology, relaunching the product under
the new Carveco brand in Spring of 2019.
Three years on and Carveco finds itself
headquartered in the picturesque county of
Warwickshire, best known as the birthplace
of William Shakespeare, but still close to
its roots in the industrial heartland of UK
Continued page
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MDC EVENT
UPDATES
MDC FORUM 2022
This will be a virtual event held in late
May 2022.

MINT DIRECTORS
CONFERENCE 2023
Medal of the Hungarian Mint Ltd. with a magnifying
glass as a core, featuring historical mintmarks of
former Hungarian mints

Emblem of the Hungarian Mint Ltd., which is a
modern transcript of the Anjou lily seen on the
first medieval Hungarian gold forints minted by
Charles I (1308-1342).

MINT DIRECTORS CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT:
www.mintindustry.com
ross.macdiarmid@mintindustry.com

MDC 2023 will be hosted by the Royal
Canadian Mint in October 2023.
Additional details on both events will be
available soon.
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MINTS OF THE WORLD –
HUNGARIAN MINT
Continued from page
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produces collector coins issued by the
central bank as well, and its task is also to
distribute them for commercial purposes,
which is done through the Mint’s coin shop
in the centre of Budapest and online store.
Its activity also includes the production of
unique medals, special circulation coin-sets
in blister packaging and the production of
awards and decorations.
In 2008 the Mint relocated to the MNB’s
newly established Logistics Centre on the
outskirts of Budapest, a modern, advanced
and environmentally conscious setting that
meets the challenges and expectations of
the 21st century.

Focus
Since 2014, the machinery of the Mint’s
tool manufacturing plant – which also
includes state-of-the-art CNC milling
machines, block and wire EDM and laser
machining equipment – has undergone
a comprehensive reconstruction. The
circulation coin minting machinery was
renewed, the result of which the average
age of the Mint’s currently used machines
is 5 years.
In 2020, the Mint’s collector coin
production capacity was expanded
with a new 630-tonne precious metal
minting machine. Also in 2020, the
capacity of the electroplating plant was
expanded, in addition to the technological

Example of the rainbow
effect achieved by laser
machining (2018 György
Hevesy silver collector coin,
obverse and reverse, quality
proof, mintage 5,000 pcs)

modernisation, which also took aspects of
environmental awareness and greening
into account. The Mint has been ISOcertified since 1996, and with the 9001:2015
standard version since 2017. Its goal is
to obtain the ISO 14001 environmental
management system certification by 2023.
When selling forint collector coins, the Mint
bears the central bank’s objective in mind
of promoting the outstanding values of
Hungarian history, culture and science that
also appear on collector coins, so they are
known not only by coin collectors, but by
the general public as well. It is proud that in
the past five years, the sales ratio of newly
issued collector coins has been in the range
of 85-95% compared to the maximum
mintage. In 2020, the Mint sold 120,000
collector coins through its sales channels,
of which 110,000 were new issues out of 13
different topics.
The Mint is also proud of the Hungarianrelated awards achieved in the production
of collector coins: in 1990, the Coin of the
Year (COTY) and the Most Innovative Coin
award went to Albania’s 50-leke coin, which
– perhaps many people do not know – was
produced by the Hungarian State Mint.
Also in 1990, Hungarian collector coins won
the COTY Most Historically Significant and
the Best Crown awards. Between 2006 and
2010, for five consecutive years, collector
coins produced by Hungarian Mint Ltd won

Semi-circular, non-concentrically “perforated” tunnel
on the winning collector coin of the 1990 COTY
Coin of the Year and the Most Innovative Coin
(Albanian Railway History, 50 leke, obverse, silver,
quality proof)
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the COTY People’s Choice Award.
In the Coin Constellation competition, coins
produced by the Mint won first place in
Coin Classic category in 2017, second place
in Coin Classic category in 2018, first place
in Best Gold Coin category and second
place in Best Circulation Coin category in
2019.
 Challenges

COVID-19 has presented unprecedented
challenges for the Hungarian Mint, but
with the right measures it has managed to
maintain business continuity even during
the strictest quarantine period. The decline
in the use of cash, which has been further
accelerated by the pandemic, is having an
impact on the development of cash-market
demand for circulation coins, but the Mint
hopes that cash – including coins – will
continue to be an option for those who
want to pay, and that many will use this
neutral, secure and real-time payment
method. The demand for collector coins
did not falter during the pandemic, and is
even growing, so the Mint’s main goal is to
continue to meet the highest possible level
of collector demands. To this end, it sees
its tasks in the near future to be the further
development of online sales and, as far
as possible, expanding the conditions for
teleworking.

Coin Constellation 2019 –
Best Gold Coin, 1st place (2018
Albert Habsburg /1437-1439/
medieval Hungarian gold forint,
gold collector coin, quality UNC,
mintage 2,000 pcs)
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And in many ways, working towards this
goal is business as usual for the Carveco
team. Strong connections with the minting
and engraving community have always
been at the core of ArtCAM’s success. From
calls with engraving teams, or engagements
at WMF, MDC and MDC-TC, the feedback
enables the company to continue to
develop their cutting-edge technology and
deliver better products.
These close industry ties have proved
themselves to be increasingly significant
in recent times. The impact of COVID-19
cannot be understated, and with the
many anticipated challenges facing a new,
independent software business, coping
with a global pandemic was not one of
them. With the shift to remote working
for Carveco and its customers alike,
one element rapidly embraced to great
effect was the use of video conferencing
tools to remove many of the traditional
communication barriers. This led to much
faster resolutions on technical issues and
created a deeper understanding for the
team at Carveco, learning directly from
their customers about specific needs, how
Carveco’s different tools could be enhanced
in different environments, but importantly
how the company could better support its
customers going forward.
The company takes a progressive
‘Continuous Delivery’ approach to software
development. This is where Carveco’s tools
are reviewed, improved and released to
market as soon as they’re complete. Getting
new features into the industry hands
sooner, rather than waiting for a major/
minor version release, which is traditionally
deployed by many other software houses.
The software’s latest enhancements have
been focused on optimisations to the tools
most frequently used by engravers – the
3D Sculpting tools – from the introduction
of new Sculpting Palettes to optimisations
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manufacturing. Continuing the legacy of
ArtCAM, the Carveco team’s philosophy
is simple: Empower industrial designers
with the software tools they need to create
fantastic, artistic products.
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Continued from page

that provide designers with greater detail
at dramatically higher resolutions. The
benefit to engravers is clear: achieve better
results at higher speeds, while increasing
the sculpting flexibility to match improved
manufacturing capabilities.
But, in the world of software, it’s crucial not
to solely focus on design but to examine
the end-to-end process. This holistic
approach has numerous touch points,
from ensuring the security of file import/
export to matching the capabilities of the
manufacturing process of a customer.
Flexibility is also key when there may be
a requirement to incorporate third-party
applications into the workflow. This also
extends to peripherals, with greater support
for hardware tools such as Space Mice or
Graphics Tablets that are commonly used
by engravers during the design phase.
Much like the minting world, software
development comes with extensive R&D,
building a roadmap aimed at helping their
users find the optimal route from computer
screen to finished design, achieving a
cleaner finish with reduced margins of error.
Ensuring the software can take advantage
of new production methods is similarly
vital when the conversation moves onto
security. With Lazer machines becoming
more prevalent, Carveco is proud of its
ability to support the higher level of detail
now open to engravers. Established features
like Latent Imaging, which is the ability to
produce a 3D design that changes when
viewed from different angles, paired with
Micro Text and Guilloche capabilities,
provides Mints with a sure-footing in
the challenge of remaining ahead of the
counterfeit threat.
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The presentation slides will be available
in the MDC members section of the Mint
Industry website (mintindustry.com) within
the next few weeks for those who did not
have a chance to attend.
Just some statistics:
1 59 people registered of which 87
attended and another 21 have since
watched the recording
o f those who attended nearly 25% were
from Central Banks and Government
authorities
1 9 people scored the event with a 76%
satisfaction rating.
Thank you to our guest speakers:
P rofessor Pasquale Sgro – from the
Economics Department at Deakin
University, Australia
P rofessor Franz Seitz – Professor of
Economics specialising in Monetary Policy
and Financial markets at Weiden Technical
University and Advisor to the Bundesbank
 uillaume Lepecq – Chair of Cash
G
Essentials and CEO of AGIS Consulting
Thanks also to our facilitator John
Winchcombe who is the Editor of Cash and
Payment News, part of the Reconnaissance
International and Consulting group
publications who organised the event.
A more detailed report will be presented in
the October Communique.
The fourth MDC Webinar for the year will
take place in late November so please keep
an eye out for more details on the timing
and the topic in the October edition of
Communique.

As an established product with a new name,
the position that Carveco find themselves
in is unique. But one thing remains clear;
as a team they are pleased to be able to
continue building on the legacy of ArtCAM
by supporting the needs of artistic product
designers for the future.

Please circulate to relevant staff and interested industry members to help build our collective voice.
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